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	Fibre Reinforced Polymer composite materials (FRP’s) are now widely utilised in many

	applications including aircraft, yachts, motor vehicles, chemical and process plant, sporting

	goods and a wide range of military equipment. They are an extremely broad and versatile class

	of material, encompassing a wide range of fibre and matrix combinations that provide a

	multiplicity of component design and manufacturing options. Their high strength coupled

	with light weight leads to their use wherever structural efficiency is at a premium.





	FRP’s are inherently more complex than metals. By their nature, they are heterogeneous in

	construction (asymmetric arrays of many thousands of fibres, each with diameter of the order

	10 microns, in a polymeric matrix) and they are anisotropic (the strength parallel to the fibres

	being typically two orders of magnitude greater than that in the transverse directions). Thus,

	it is perhaps not unsurprising to find that the challenge in predicting the strength of an FRP

	laminate with accuracy is significantly larger than that in predicting the strength of a

	conventional metal.





	In moving from the metals world to the FRP world, a structural designer is faced with many

	more variables and the need for an additional set of design methods. It is, perhaps, self evident

	that such methods must be accurate and valid in order to extract the maximum structural

	performance in terms of strength, deformation and stiffness. The consequences of using

	methods that have not been benchmarked against satisfactory data are potentially unsafe

	designs or over design, resulting in unnecessary cost and weight. In most of the early

	applications of FRP’s (typically military, in the 1960s) this challenge was circumvented by a

	‘make and test’ approach which was entirely justified at the time, given the relative novelty

	of the materials, the absence of proven analytical tools and the relatively poor computation

	capabilities. Whilst much development work has been conducted since then (and continues to

	this day) the degree of maturity of the current tools for predicting the strength and

	deformation of an FRP material, in the general case, has been a somewhat open question.





	Over the last 12 years the editors of the book have organized and coordinated an

	international activity, known as the World Wide Failure Exercise, to improve the foundation

	on which design theories are based, namely the prediction of deformation and failure strength

	of laminated composite structures. Within the Exercise the leading failure theories for

	composite laminates have been compared with one another and with experimental data. As the

	Exercise progressed, the results were published in three special issues, of the international

	journal, ‘Composites Science and Technology’. The contributors of theoretical papers included

	many internationally renowned scientists, designers and engineers from six countries and

	experimental work was gathered from different groups in UK, USA and Germany.
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Word Processing in GroupsCRC Press, 1992

	Connections between the theory of hyperbolic manifolds and the theory of
	automata are deeply interwoven in the history of mathematics of this century.


	The use of symbol sequences to study dynamical systems originates in the
	work of Kocbe [Koc27, Koe29] and Morse [Mor87j, who both used symbol
	saliences to code geodesies on a...
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Sams Teach Yourself Mac OS X Leopard All in OneSams Publishing, 2007
You’ve got a Mac. You’ve got Leopard. And you’ve got iLife, Safari, Mail, iChat…and all the rest.
 

Now all you need to do is figure out how to get them to work together--so that you can stop thinking about your computer and start thinking about getting things done,...
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Object-Oriented OracleIRM Press, 2005

	Object orientation has now invaded traditional relational database-management

	systems. Oracle™ without exception has included object-oriented features

	in its system. SQL is now richer due to these additional features. However,

	the object-oriented elements in Oracle™ will not be fully utilized without
...
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Developing J2EE Applications with WebSphere Studio: IBM Certified Enterprise Developer (IBM Certification Study Guides)MC Press, 2003

	To succeed in today's challenging business environment, companies need software developers who can implement integrated enterprise-wide applications and satisfy the demands of customers whose needs continue to evolve. Not only can you become that enterprise developer, but you can also be certified by IBM in the greatest technology...
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Advances in Evolutionary Algorithms: Theory, Design and PracticeSpringer, 2006
The goal of this book is to develop efficient optimization algorithms to solve diverse real-world problems of graded difficulty. Genetic and evolutionary mechanisms have been deployed for reaching the goal.

This book has made five significant contributions in the realm of genetic and evolutionary computation (GEC).
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An Introduction to the Theory of Formal Languages and AutomataJohn Benjamins Publishing, 2008
In the latter half of the 1950’s, Noam Chomsky began to develop mathematical models for the description of natural languages. Two disciplines originated in his work and have grown to maturity. The first of these is the theory of formal grammars, a branch of mathematics which has proven to be of great interest to information and computer...
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